Tech. won her third game in the championship series Saturday, defeating Stevens 16-10. It was the best played and most exciting contest seen on the South End grounds this season, the work of both teams being strong and scientific. There was very little slugging, or unnecessary roughness. The Tech. team showed great improvement over the Dartmouth game, and was in winning form. The Stevens men were slightly heavier than their opponents, especially at the centre, and their rush-line work was at times very effective, but they were much slower behind the line, and made nothing by their extra weight. The features of the game were the brilliant runs of Slade, making two touchdowns; Germer's rushing and blocking, and the tackling of Kales; for Stevens, De Hart was "omnipresent," and the half-backs played a strong game.

Tech. won the ball on the toss, and time was called at 3 p.m. Germer gained about ten yards before the ball went to Stevens on four downs. Foss got the ball for Tech. almost at once, and made twenty yards on the criss-cross. Slade made a short punt, and Tech. succeeded in keeping the ball. Rushes by Weis, Germer, and Beattie carried it to the 25-yard line, from which Slade kicked a goal from the field, which was not allowed, the referee deciding that the ball was punted. McCord kicked out for Stevens from the 25-yard line, and Slade returned, Tech. securing the ball near the center of the field. Germer made a beautiful run, gaining thirty yards, and rushes by Beattie and Foss carried the ball to Stevens' 25-yard line, where it went to Stevens on four downs. McCord's kick and rushes by P. Mackenzie and Raphael took it back to the centre of the field, where it went to Tech., and Germer made a rush of twenty yards, and was laid off for some minutes by a hard blow in the chest. When play was resumed, Slade by good rushing downed the ball at the 5-yard line, and Germer made the first touchdown for Tech. The try at goal failed.

Stevens kicked off from the centre, and by the good work of her rush-line got the ball to the 25-yard line, where it went to Tech. on four downs. Tech. was allowed twenty-five yards on a foul, and got the ball back to the centre of the field, where Slade punted. Stevens braced up for the remaining few minutes of the half, and had the ball at Tech.'s 25-yard line, when time was called.

At the beginning of the second half, Stevens forced the playing sharply, and P. Mackenzie made a touchdown inside of five minutes, from which McCord kicked the goal. Tech. put the ball in play from the centre, and soon lost it to Stevens in four downs, but they were unable to make their five yards, and the ball came back to Tech. Slade kicked, but the ball struck one of the players, and rebounded forty yards, and Stevens securing it, making a touchdown. No goal was kicked.

From the centre, rushes by Kales and Germer made thirty yards, when Tech. lost the ball; and Stevens had it dangerously near Tech.'s line, when Slade got it and made a rush of thirty yards. Tech. took the ball back twenty yards to keep it. Slade kicked, and McCord returned, and Slade got the ball and made the longest run of the game, nearly the length of the field, securing a touchdown, from which he kicked a goal. The remainder of the game was played in the dark. Stevens attempted to break through the centre of the Tech. line, with little success, and just before time was called, Slade made another phenomen-